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THE POWER OF PERCEPTION:

HOW WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET



The Power of Perception

Introduction:

I.   The Perception Problem:  We can’t always be sure.  Or, can we??

The Mis-Match Effect

When it comes to people, you don’t always know what’s going on.

The Perception Deception

The

Historical Event

My

Story,

Interpretation

We need to

distinguish

what’s 

_____________

from our

______________.

Have you

considered that

maybe people

are trapped in

your

__________ 

of

____________?

Psychologist, Bruce Christopher



II.  GETTING OUT OF THE PERCEPTION DECEPTION

First impressions are inaccurate, but they become very strong filters for future encounters.

Case Studies:

The Messy Teenager:  Bob does not like to organize his room.  Infact, he seems to like to live 

in a mess.  Bob’s parents have asked him, then told him, then ordered him to clean that room.

But Bob resists their efforts.  His parents have concluded that Bob is an irresponsible and 

stubborn boy.  Once at a party, Bob’s father was heard saying to a neighbor, “My son is a pig.”

1.  What evidence have the parents gathered to support their conclusions?

2.  How might their conclusions impact their next meeting or interaction

with their son?

3.  What other possible perceptions/interpretations could explain their

son’s behavior?



The Flirtatious Female:  Karl has been noticing how his co-worker Joan has been coming on to 

him.  The first time they met she laughed at nearly every joke he said.  When they talk she likes

to stand close to him, she gazes intently into his eyes, and she touches him gently on the arm 

as if they were close friends.  One evening, Karl asks Joan to go out for a drink to discuss a 

project they have been working on and she readily accepts.   He tells her that he feels the same

way about her that she does about him.  The next day she files a sexual harassment complaint.

Karl is flabbergasted and is heard saying, “She was nearly begging me for it!” 

1.  What evidence has Karl gathered to support his conclusions about Joan?

2.  How did his conclusion about her impact their working relationship?

3.  What other possible interpretations could explain her behavior differently?



The Quiet Team-member:  David is leading a work team through a series of technical problems 

with the new  MARK II Turbo-Lift.  He has noticed that John seems disinterested and 

uninvolved.  John shows no eye contact with other team members; infact, he looks at the 

ceiling when other people are talking.  Other times he just looks dead-pan; as if he could care

less -- David thinks that John has no drive or initiative.  “He should be kicked off the team,”

David says to another.

1.  What evidence does David have to support his conclusion about John?

2.  How might David’s conclusion about John impact their working relationship?

3.  What other possible interpretations could explain John’s behavior differently?



III.   The Power of the Message:

“The impact of a

label on 

self-esteem &

performance.”

Brown-eyes &

Blue eyes

People show up for you according to your perception of them.

What did you see from the “UP” group?

What did you see from the “DOWN” group?

How does the teacher get the students to believer her?

The Message Maxim:

Examples of the Message Maxim:

People will perform according to the messages you give them.



IV.  DIVERSITY IS DIFFERENTING

V.  THE GREAT GOAL AND A GOOD LAW

To provide an environment which promotes positive self-esteem and high

performance, which is  free from intimidation, hostility, and offense.

This is a great goal and a good law, but there is a little glitch here…

It’s all a Question of _______________________!

or, the __________ of  ________________.



V. SKILL SETS TO STRIVE FOR (I KNOW, NEVER END A SENTENCE WITH A PREPOSITION WITH)

4.  Put on your Perspectales.

1.  Stop, Look, and ________________

2.  Remember the _____________ Coin

3.  Don’t forget the Power of your ________________.

Be aware of your filters.  Imagine optional meanings

Respect is a two sided coin:  Ask & Tell

People show up for you according to your perceptions of them

5.  Learn to see Conflict as an Opportunity, not an Obstacle.



Journal/Notes/Applications:




